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GLOBAL SHELTER CLUSTER MEETING 

GENEVA, 3-4 OCTOBER 2018 

MEETING NOTES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The meeting agenda can be found here. All the documents related to this event are on this webpage. 

1. Welcome  

Jagan Chapagain, the IFRC Under Secretary General welcomed the participants and emphasized the 

importance of predictable leadership and accountability the cluster approach brings, and the difference 

it makes on the ground. He also congratulated the sector and the cluster on the progress made since 

2005, the inception of the shelter cluster approach.  

 

Brett Moore, the GSC Coordinator on behalf of UNHCR, and Ela Serdaroglu, the GSC Coordinator on 

behalf of IFRC, welcomed the meeting participants.  

 

2. Update on the implementation of the GSC Strategy, results of the pre-meeting Survey 

 
2.1. Update on the Implementation of the GSC Strategy (Miguel Urquia) 

This session provided an overview of the implementation of 4 Strategic Pillars of the 2018-2022 GSC 

Strategy. Implementation progress was illustrated with a presentation, summarized as follows: 

Strategic Pillar 1 - Coordination:  

- There were 26 active clusters in 2018. In addition, there is a number of cluster-like mechanisms, 

often called Working Groups (WG), which also receive support from the GSC and are present 

at the meeting.  

- New roles to support the field have been introduced including the Roving Information Manager, 

the HLP Advisor, and the Roving Associate Coordinator.  

Strategic Pillar 2 - Advocacy: 

- The Urban Settlements WG completed a compendium of 30 case studies of agencies applying 

the area-based approach in carrying out assessments, programming and coordination. The WG 

is documenting lessons and challenges related to area-based coordination. The WG now is 

looking at the operationalization of the approach.  

https://www.sheltercluster.org/sites/default/files/docs/draft_agenda_gscmeeting_2018.pdf
https://www.sheltercluster.org/global/events/global-shelter-cluster-annual-meeting-2018
mailto:MOOREB@unhcr.org
mailto:ela.serdaroglu@ifrc.org
mailto:urquia@unhcr.org
https://www.sheltercluster.org/sites/default/files/docs/gsc-strategy-narrative.pdf
https://www.sheltercluster.org/sites/default/files/docs/gsc-strategy-narrative.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pyMrCVUkFy86cePqgr09DE6-M3Cwdrped7KNlEDVEyM/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/settlements-approaches-urban-areas-wg
http://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/settlements-approaches-urban-areas-wg
https://www.sheltercluster.org/settlements-approaches-urban-areas-working-group/documents/urban-settlements-case-study-compendium
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- The Shelter and Cash WG has been involved in the development of tools and guidance to 

mainstream shelter considerations into tools and guidance that are generic to cash. In general, 

the WG is ensuring that the sector is engaged in the cash discussion at the global level and 

communicating red lines to align with how the sector operates. The WG engaged with Grand 

Bargain sector specific discussions.  

- This year the GSC Meeting is hosting 4 government partners from Afghanistan, the Central 

African Republic, Nigeria, and the Syrian Arab Republic, who are working closely with the 

shelter coordinators.  

- Limited funding for the response funding continues to be the number one issue in the sector.  

Strategic Pillar 3 – Evidence-based response: 

- The Shelter Projects WG has continued operating issuing very successful publications.  

- Charles Parrack talked about the new WG looking at the research on long-term impact of 

shelter responses is being initiated by Oxford Brookes CENDEP Centre. Information on this 

exists but evidence needs to be generated by systematizing the available information. This 

research can be linked to response funding analysis.  

- Revised Coordination Toolkit created by the country-level coordinators has been launched.  

- A new WG on Shelter Vulnerability Classification has been created.  

- Shelter Cluster app (Google play, Apple Store) has been created. It extends the website to the 

end user to connect better with cluster partners, and eventually even with the affected 

population themselves. The app aims to establish a two-way communication. Shelter Cluster 

website is also being incrementally improved, including such features as better searchability 

and so on. Factsheets are now integrated into the website.  

Strategic Pillar 4 – Capacity:  

- Ibere Lopes hosted by the IOM has joined the GSC Support Team to advance on issues related 

to Shelter and HLP. Broader HLP issues fall under the HLP Area of Responsibility (AoR) of the 

Protection cluster, and Ibere is working closely with them. The support can come remotely and 

through deployments in the form of trainings, assessments, and providing information about 

the risks related to HLP, integrating HLP in the programming of partner agencies.  

- Seki Hirano briefly talked about CRS championing services on cash, with the support from 

ECHO. CRS has been able to provide shelter-minded cash expertise. 4 countries have been 

supported with market, rental and feasibility assessments. Shelter specific materials, 

specifically with regards to rental assessment, are needed.  

- Country-level preparedness workshops were carried out.  

- State of Humanitarian Shelter and Settlements Report has been developed. 

- Disability Inclusion WG will continue the GSC work on inclusion.   

 

2.2. Presentation of the findings from the pre-meeting survey (Elizabeth Vikman) 

This session presented the pre-meeting survey results. The total number of respondents was 115.1  

Most reported top three impediments were identified as:  

1) Insufficient funding for shelter programming (47%)  

2) Security and poor humanitarian access to affected populations (28%)  

3) Insufficient funding for shelter coordination (20%).  

                                                           
1 As of 02 October, 2018 

http://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/shelter-and-cash-working-group
http://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/shelter-and-cash-working-group
http://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/shelter-projects
mailto:cparrack@brookes.ac.uk
https://www.sheltercluster.org/coordination-toolkit-2018-version
https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/shelter-vulnerability-classification
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.sheltercluster.shelterapp&hl=en_US
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/shelter-cluster/id1415068304?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/shelter-cluster/id1415068304?mt=8
mailto:ilopes@iom.int
mailto:ilopes@iom.int
mailto:seki.hirano@crs.org
https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/inclusion-persons-disabilities-shelter-programming
mailto:elisabeth.vikman@reach-initiative.org
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Most common top three suggested improvements:  

1) Improved, more predictable funding for shelter operations (43%)   

2) Harmonized data collection by cluster partners (27%)   

3) Improved, more predictable funding for shelter coordination (23%). 

The presentation can be found here.  

3. Advancing the GSC Strategy  

This session was an opportunity for the GSC Working Groups (WG) to present their work and receive 

inputs from the GSC meeting participants. Below is a summary of discussions from each break-out 

group.   

1. Shelter and Cash (Jake Zarins): the objective of this session was to update on the WG 

activities, solicit ideas on WG website page improvements, and hear about whether national-

level cash WGs are working. Participants also discussed an action plan for 2019. The 

presentation and session report are available on the WG page.  

2. Shelter Projects 2015-2016 (Alberto Piccioli): The first part of the session focused on 

presentations of specific case studies, the project strengths and weaknesses and the lessons 

emerging from each. This was followed by a group discussion on the projects and the 

emerging themes across them, as well as around long-term impact of shelter studies and ways 

to improve the publication and its dissemination. Please find the discussion report here.  

3. NFI Practices (Renee Wynveen and Cecilia Schmolzer): The NFI Practices Working Group 

contributed to Global Shelter Cluster Strategy 2018-22 Pillar 1 Coordination, Result 4: 

Integrated Response. In 2019, the NFI Practices Working Group will continue to focus on Pillar 

4: Capacity, Result 1: Skills: It was widely agreed that in the distribution of non-food items, 

more tools and experience is required to ensure that procurement of items is done in a 

manner that respects local specifications. Underpinning the work of the non-food items 

working group is the need for technical assistance. As this is also a priority for the Cash 

Working Group. The Working Group chairs were asked to set up a liaison with the Cash 

Working Group to develop a common strategy on the issue of technical assistance. More 

details are available here.  

4. Settlement Approaches in Urban Settings: This WG focused on discussing operationalization 

of a geographically based, multi-sectoral approach. In doing so the WG documented new ideas 

learned, as well as feedback on the course the WG should take in the coming year, actions it 

should expand on, actions it should stop doing or do differently. For example a need to more 

explicitly promote the approach at the country level was emphasized. An emerging question 

the WG needs to tackle is identifying what steps need to be taken to operationalize the 

approach in terms of programming, coordination, assessment etc. Summary discussion notes 

can be found here and priorities going forward here. 

5. The State of Humanitarian Shelter and Settlements (SoHSS): this WG session aimed to discuss 

dissemination strategies, and has agreed that the dissemination should not lie within a 

particular agency but should be taken up by all. A second point is that the publication has 

multiple audiences, therefore requires targeted approach to dissemination. SoHSS is not just 

a report, its mission is to shape the way people think about shelter.  

https://www.sheltercluster.org/global/documents/overview-global-shelter-cluster-survey-findings
http://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/active-working-groups
http://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/shelter-and-cash-working-group
mailto:jzarins@habitat.org
https://www.sheltercluster.org/shelter-and-cash-working-group/documents/cwg-presentation-gsc-meeting-2018
https://www.sheltercluster.org/shelter-and-cash-working-group/documents/cash-wg-session-report-gsc-meeting-2018
https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/shelter-and-cash
http://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/shelter-projects-2015-2016-working-group
mailto:apiccioli@iom.int
https://www.sheltercluster.org/shelter-projects-working-group/documents/gscmeeting2018shelter-projects-break-out-groupdocx
http://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/working-group-nfi-practices
mailto:wynveen@unhcr.org
mailto:cecilia.braedt@sheltercluster.org
https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group-nfi-practices/documents/global-shelter-meeting-nfi-best-practices-meeting-minutes
http://www.sheltercluster.org/settlements-approaches-urban-areas-wg/documents/gsc-meeting-2017-strategy-development-settlement
https://www.sheltercluster.org/settlements-approaches-urban-areas-working-group/documents/gsc-2018-break-out-group-minutes-uswg-0
https://www.sheltercluster.org/settlements-approaches-urban-areas-working-group/documents/uswg-suggested-forward-priorities-october
https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/state-humanitarian-shelter-and-settlements-wg-0
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6. Promoting Safer Building: This WG session aimed to discuss and disseminate some of the key 

outputs of the WG. The first part of the session focused on discussing and receiving feedback 

on the draft ‘Informing Choice for Safer Building Protocol’. The WG documented a range of 

questions and ideas about how to refine and develop it in the coming weeks as well as 

important questions about how it should be used, when and by whom. The second part of the 

session discussed the production and updating of the WG’s Shelter Response profiles as well 

as the strategies by which they may be disseminated. The group discussed ways to ensure the 

profiles’ endorsement by shelter cluster partners, how to ensure the profiles’ sustainability 

and how to continue to develop and refine the product itself overtime. Summary discussion 

notes can be found here.  

7. GBV in Shelter Programming and Inclusion of Persons with Disabilities WGs have joined the 

discussions and concluded that the newly created WG on Inclusion of Persons with Disability 

could benefit from the tools and lessons created by the WG on GBV. The WG on Inclusion of 

Persons with Disability has identified actions and opportunities for 2018/2019. More detailed 

discussion report is available here. 

8. Construction Standards WG: The first part of the session focused on presenting work done 

during the course of the current year on the Construction Good Practice Standards document, 

and sharing its strengths and weaknesses. This was followed by a group discussion on the 

document and the next steps for dissemination options (including workshops and events). The 

feedback collected will also serve as a way forward. More detailed discussion report is 

available here. 

9. Shelter Vulnerability Classification WG presented data analysis framework and mapping 

developed by the group to gather feedback from the participants. Feedback on actions to take 

and expand on in 2019 was also collected. One of the emerging issues for the WG is that there 

is no common way of comparing vulnerability across contexts, particularly conflict and natural 

disasters. The session report is available here. 

 

Country-clusters displayed their work during lunch and coffee breaks. Click on the country to access 

their webpage. Countries marked with an asterisk are working groups, not clusters: Afghanistan, 

Bangladesh*, Central African Republic, Chad, DR Congo, Ethiopia, Iraq, Kenya, Myanmar, Nepal*, 

Nigeria,   Whole of Syria (including Turkey), South Sudan, Somalia, Ukraine,  Somalia, and  Pacific.  

6. Appointment of the SAG Members 2018 

The GSC Coordinators thanked the members of the GSC SAG in 2018 for their dedication to the GSC and 

contribution to the SAG.  

 

The GSC Deputy Coordinator explained the process followed to appoint new candidates for SAG 

membership. A global update was sent several weeks prior to the GSC Meeting, calling for expressions 

of interest to be part of the SAG. The received expressions of interest were evaluated according to the 

criteria outlined in the SAG Terms of Reference.  

 

The GSC SAG ToR establishes a limit of 10 agencies plus the 2 co-leads in the GSC SAG. The reason for 

this limit is to facilitate better decision-making in a small group and allow for rotation of SAG members. 

This year, 11 organisations that fulfil the criteria expressed their interest to be SAG members.  

 

https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/promoting-safer-building-wg
https://www.sheltercluster.org/promoting-safer-building-working-group/documents/gsc-promoting-safer-building-practices-minutes
http://www.sheltercluster.org/gbv
https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/inclusion-persons-disabilities-shelter-programming
https://www.sheltercluster.org/inclusion-persons-disabilities-shelter-programming-working-group/documents/gsc-meeting-2018
https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/construction-standards
https://www.sheltercluster.org/construction-standards-working-group/documents/gsc-meeting-2018-construction-standards-break-out
https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/shelter-vulnerability-classification
https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group-shelter-vulnerability-classification/documents/gsc-meeting-2018-breakout-vulnerability
https://www.sheltercluster.org/response/afghanistan
https://www.sheltercluster.org/response/central-african-republic
https://www.sheltercluster.org/response/chad
https://www.sheltercluster.org/response/democratic-republic-congo
http://sheltercluster.org/response/ethiopia
http://sheltercluster.org/response/iraq
https://www.sheltercluster.org/response/kenya
http://sheltercluster.org/response/rakhine-and-kachinshan-shelter-nfi-cccm-cluster
https://www.sheltercluster.org/africa/nigeria
https://www.sheltercluster.org/response/whole-syria
http://sheltercluster.org/response/south-sudan
http://sheltercluster.org/response/somalia
https://www.sheltercluster.org/response/ukraine
https://www.sheltercluster.org/response/somalia
https://www.sheltercluster.org/pacific
https://www.sheltercluster.org/strategic-advisory/global-strategic-advisory-group
https://www.sheltercluster.org/global-strategic-advisory-group/documents/selecting-sag-members01082018
https://us5.campaign-archive.com/?u=ee1282d5c9f8ad96a8b51f014&id=49e39ad01d
http://sheltercluster.org/sites/default/files/docs/TOR%20-%20GSC%20SAG.doc
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The GSC SAG has agreed to elect members by asking GSC partner agencies to vote for candidates they 

would like to see in the GSC SAG. As a result of this process, the following 12 members (10 agencies 

plus 2 co-leads) were appointed as the GSC SAG members for the year of 2018-2019: 

 

ACTED/Impact Initiatives Australian Red Cross Care International 

Catholic Relief Services Danish Refugee Council Habitat for Humanity 

IFRC InterAction IOM 

NRC Save the Children UNHCR 

 

More information on the SAG can be found here. GSC partners are encouraged to contact SAG 

members, bringing up issues to improve country-level cluster coordination and the GSC. The SAG will 

have a retreat at the beginning of December to review the past year and plan for the coming year.  

 

7. Sneak Preview of the SoHSS Report 2018  

The State of Humanitarian Shelter and Settlements Report 2018 is about to be printed. It has 19 

Chapters, 13 Text Boxes and 51 Authors. The authors of the articles which were present at the meeting 

have briefly talked about their work and the key points they argued for. The authors’ presentation can 

be found here. 

 

Day 2.  
 

 

7. Ignite! Challenging our thinking with insights and ideas beyond the shelter sector  

Panel speakers:  

Dr. Anthony C. Land (Sr Fellow Fordham University), and  

Panos Moumtzis (Regional Humanitarian Coordinator for Syria) 

Dr. Land highlighted the importance of trusting survivors and programming interventions according to 

their capacities and not only to their needs. There is a need to recognise that displacement is not a 

short-term issue and that it is essential to plan for a long-term solution from the beginning of the 

response. The Global Compact on Refugees provides a good start in this direction. Shelter responses 

are still missing a shelter concept/design that can last a decade. This will be essential in a number of 

countries in the near future (e.g. South Sudan). The key to successful long-term shelter solutions (e.g. 

the prefabricated houses in UK post WWII) is that they were designed to last over 10 years with 

survivors and placed in host communities.  

He also spoke about the importance of data in providing evidence on impact that can bring the 

knowledge and priorities to the leadership level and allows the shelter sector to link with other sectors. 

There has been some changes in the right direction like the cluster system but the cluster approach 

needs to become even lighter to deliver in the right way.  

http://sheltercluster.org/strategic-advisory/global-strategic-advisory-group
https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/state-humanitarian-shelter-and-settlements-wg-0
https://www.sheltercluster.org/state-humanitarian-shelter-and-settlements-working-group/documents/gsc-meetin-2018-soft-launch-sohss
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Funding for the humanitarian sector is a challenge - one possible way to address this is by measuring 

the impact of the underfunding. Data and IM are great but they need to be better used to make a point 

with leadership and donors to address the funding gap. There is also a need to explain better the 

request for funding, make it more credible. Humanitarian funding is not the only funding available to 

survivor communities (e.g. remittances, zakat, self-recovery). This is exactly why 50% underfunded 

responses are not complete disasters. These other sources of support need to be better mapped and 

articulated. Shelter responses should also consider this other sources of support and explain how they 

are mobilising these other contributions. Dr. Land advocated for the need to delegate 

power/authority/resources to local actors which is the essence of localisation. While it is true that 

shelter interventions can be very political, there is also a need to stick to simple solutions which are 

tailor-made to the political context. Shelter needs to link better with the bigger picture. 

Mr. Moumtzis explained the four main issues/challenges that are non-negotiable with regards to 

humanitarian response: 

1. Protection: sectoral response and the overall leadership of the response should be based in 

protection considerations that put the affected population at the centre of the response. 

2. Prevention of Sexual and Gender Based Violence: while its important is acknowledged,  

practical steps to ensure it are not always taken. 

3. Prevention of Sexual Exploitation and Abuse by humanitarian workers: a lot has been done 

internally on the “zero tolerance” policy but one case is enough to tarnish the reputation and 

break the trust in all of the humanitarian community. 

4. Accountability to affected populations:  two-way communication with beneficiaries is 

essential. We must make sure that our priorities are the people’s priorities. We need 

programmes which are designed to work with the capacities of the survivors. 

Additionally, there is a need to ensure more “togetherness” - humanitarian workers have to work 

together as a system and avoid working in silos within their own priorities/agencies/sectors. 

In terms of addressing the chronic underfunding for the sector, it should be able to honestly say what 

could not be done because of the underfunding. The answer to any shortage of funding is to humanize 

the beneficiaries: group them, break them up into categories and prioritize them by vulnerability. Also, 

there is a need to understand that politically, long-term shelter is immediately interpreted by 

governments and host communities as a signal for long-term commitment and resource scarcity. It 

should be recognised that the humanitarian professions are going to become local. 

8. Imagining 2020: How can we strengthen shelter and settlement responses? 

Participants of the meeting proposed topics of interest to discuss in a group. At the beginning of the 

session all topics were briefly introduced, after which they were allocated a timeslot and a physical 

area. The participants discussed the following topics as part of this session (the main conclusions have 

also been summarized): 

 

Measuring the impact of underfunding in the Shelter sector: The group agreed that demonstrating the 

impact of underfunding by emphasizing its links to displacement can be effective. Settlement level 

indicators such as access to services, markets and integration were recommended as donors focus on 

multi-sectoral indices: for example, coping strategy index. Actions identified by the WG:  review CSI and 

advocate for and propose the addition of shelter indicators into the coping strategy index and others. 

The discussion is summarized here.  

https://www.sheltercluster.org/global/documents/gsc-2018-meeting-break-out-group-minutes-funding
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How do we change mindsets around the centrality of Protection? The sector should move past the 

mindset that inclusion is just about ramps. The group discussed how to make inclusion part of our work 

instead of seeing it as a separate issue. Some of the actions identified: inclusion and protection should 

be part of every document and raising awareness around inclusion is important.  

 

How to better understand better local building practices? This break out group discussed the 

importance of trusting local building practices, putting women at the centre, and demonstrating that 

local building practices work. More information on the group discussion can be found here.  

The Master Plan Approach to settlement planning - the key objective for the meeting was to present 

the draft guidance document to assess the group impressions on the relevance of this piece of work 

and the possible gaps they could identify. The Master Plan Approach to Settlement Planning - Guiding 

Principles have been developed to enhance spatial planning capacity in designing humanitarian 

settlements that support the integration of persons of concern within the broader hosting 

environment. More information on the group discussion can be found here. 

Defining better “better” break-out group reported that there are so many “real” disasters such as 

malaria that take far more lives than structurally unsafe shelters. They questioned whether the threat 

of the structural damage is taken too seriously? When given the opportunity to rebuild that is 

provided by a disasters, it is very rare to see a BoQ (bill of quantities) that includes items that go 

beyond structural safety, eg: solar lighting, mosquito netting, locks for doors etc. However many of 

these are “easy wins” that can make a significant difference. More information on the group 

discussion can be found here. 

 

Prefabricated shelter in the humanitarian response – The discussion aimed to present prefabricated 

shelter solutions and introduce the Refugee Housing Unit in the light of the official presentation and 

set up of the unit in the following day. More information can be found here. 

 

How to recover from rapid onset emergencies: asking the right questions at the beginning of the 

response, preparing to be surprised and being tuned into the timeline of HHs natural recovery were 

some of the points mentioned. Households will need various inputs and sometimes, the group 

argued, households just need barriers to be taken away for them to recover themselves.   

 

Environmental Assessment/Screening of shelter and settlements projects – A specific new tool was 

discussed - the NEAT+ Environmental screening tool for humanitarian projects, that contains a specific 

module for shelter and settlement programming. The group discussed and tested the tool in Kobo 

Toolbox and provided valuable feedback, as well as having a more general discussion on the 

importance of assessing and minimising impacts of shelter operations on the receiving environment. 

The group recognised that tools are only as good as the systems within which they operate and are 

one important piece in the puzzle of environmentally sustainable shelter programming. For more 

information on the NEAT+ see here or contact Mandy George (george14@un.org).  

 

Recovery and links between emergency and recovery: Housing Recovery and Reconstruction 

Platform of Nepal presented on Socio-Technical Assistance (STA). The ability to present and cost the 

social component of projects was noted to be important, particularly when presenting proposals to 

donors. There are differences within conflict and natural disaster contexts in applying the STA. More 

https://www.sheltercluster.org/promoting-safer-building-working-group/documents/gsc-meeting-2018-discussion-group-local-building
https://www.sheltercluster.org/global/documents/master-plan-approach-settlement-planning-guiding-principles
https://www.sheltercluster.org/global/documents/gsc-meeting-2018-imagining-shelter-2020-report-structural-safety
https://www.sheltercluster.org/sites/default/files/RHU%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf
https://www.sheltercluster.org/global/documents/pre-fabricated-shelters-humanitarian-crises
http://www.eecentre.org/assessments/neat.html
http://www.eecentre.org/assessments/neat.html
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information about STA and its components can be found here, and the contacts of the HRRP team can 

be found here.  

 

Explosive devices are an important issue to consider in shelter programming, and is relevant to 

several country-clusters. Closer collaboration with the Mine Action AoR of the Protection Cluster both 

at country and global level has been agreed. As the first step the cluster and Mine Action colleagues 

have exchanged contacts. The coordinator of the Mine Action AoR is Christelle Loupforest. 

 

Corruption: the group shared experiences related to corruption. The group concluded that the more 

the end users are involved and have ownership in the programmes, the less opportunities are there for 

corruption.  

 

Are humanitarians up for the challenge of working in urban areas and slum upgrades? The group 

reported that under certain conditions they are. This might require a wide variety of skills in addition 

to traditional technical competencies. Examples from Guatemala and Kenya were brought up where 

the role of the humanitarian sector was shifted from provision of services to a facilitative one.  Complex 

interconnectedness of urban housing with multiple other sectors such as health should be better 

understood. Investing in public space as a way of moving from household level to community level was 

also reported. This would allow, the group argued, for inclusive action regardless of individual 

vulnerabilities.  

What capacity gaps can we still see? The group discussed team structures in shelter programming. 

Shelter technical knowledge should not be the default profile for all contexts as sometimes that is not 

what is needed for a successful programme. Such approach is missing out on knowledge of housing and 

value chains particularly in urban spaces. The action is to review how teams are structured at the 

moment.  

9. Appreciations

 The meeting ended with appreciations from country-level clusters to different participants thanking 

them for their contributions during the meeting or during the year. The GSC coordinators thanked all 

the participants and especially the government officials for their very interesting contributions and for 

the hard work during the year.   

 

  

http://hrrpnepal.org/upload/resources/6lpmjTYZ5Rc9BQFioLJx_2017_11_15.pdf
http://hrrpnepal.org/hrrp-team
mailto:loupforest@un.org
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Annex 1: Participants 

 

1a. Summary of organisations 

 

 
 

Type of 
organisation 

# of 
organisations Representatives from: 

United Nations 
7 IOM, UNDP, UN-HABITAT, UNHCR,  UNMAS,  UNICEF, 

UN OCHA 

International NGOs 
17 CARE International UK, Handicap International, People 

in Need (PIN), RedR UK,  Shelter Centre, Medair 

Government 
4 Afghanistan, Central African Republic, Nigeria, Syrian 

Arab Republic 

Academia/research 
institution 

3 ALNAP, CENDEP Oxford Brookes University, Open 
University 

Donors 2 ECHO, OFDA 

Red Cross/Red 
Crescent 
Movement 

4 
Australian Red Cross, IFRC, Luxembourg Red Cross,  
Swedish Red Cross 

Private Sector 1 CRAterre 

Other 

6 Better Shelter, Shelter Box, Housing Recovery and 
Reconstruction Platform (HRRP) Nepal, independent, 
Global WASH Cluster, Global Cluster for Early Recovery 

Total 
organizations 

44  

Total participants  134  
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1b. Participants list:
       

No.  First Name Last Name Country Organisation E-mail address 

1  Abdi  Abdirahman Kenya IOM ahabdirahman@iom.int 

2 

 

Auwal ABUBAKAR Nigeria 

National Emergency 
Management Agency 
(NEMA) NA  

3 
 

Aziz  Abultimman Iraq UNHCR abultima@unhcr.org 

4 

 

Miguel 
Acebrón García de 
Eulate India Shelter Centre  

miguelacebrongarciadeeulate@gmail
.com 

5 
 

Nurta Adan Somalia UNHCR adan@unhcr.org 

6 

 

Sonia Afesa 
Syrian Arab 
Republic 

Ministry of Local 
Administration and 
Environment (MoLAE) NA  

7 
 

Abdul Samad  Agha Pakistan IOM 
asagha@iom.int ; 
samadagha14@gmail.com 

8 
 

Moeid Ahmed Switzerland IOM moeahmed@iom.int 

9 
 

Shafiul Alam Bangladesh IOM 
shaalam@iom.int    
s.a.arnok@gmail.com 

10 
 

Firas Aljijakli Turkey IOM faljijakli@iom.int 

11 
 

Ammar AL-MAHDAWI Switzerland UNHCR almahdaw@unhcr.org 

12  Jopesh Ashmore Switzerland IOM jashmore@iom.int 

13  Lizzie Babister UK  Open University elizabeth.babister@open.ac.uk 

14  Adnan Baghajati Turkey IOM abaghajati@iom.int 

15  Ghada Barakat Bangladesh IOM gbarakat@iom.int 

16  Deepika Bhardwaj Myanmar UNHCR bhardwad@unhcr.org 

17  Petya Boevska Switzerland UNHCR boevska@unhcr.org 

18  Camilo  Bravo Hungary Other hola@cambraca.com 

19 
 

Denisa Bultasova 
Czech 
Republic People in Need (PIN) denisa.bultasova@peopleinneed.cz 

20  Leah Campbell UK  ALNAP l.campbell@alnap.org 

21  Nadia Carlevaro Switzerland UNHCR carlevar@unhcr.org 

22  Federica  Cecchet Haiti IOM fcecchet@iom.int 

23  Kenneth Chulley CAR UNHCR chulley@unhcr.org 

24  Francesca Coloni Iraq UNHCR coloni@unhcr.org 

25 

 

Michael Coninx Switzerland 
United Nations Mine 
Action Service (UNMAS) michael.coninx@un.org 

26  Tom Corsellis Switzerland Shelter Centre tom@sheltercentre.org 

27  Gustavo Cortes Switzerland Medair gustavo.cortes@medair.org 

28  Eugenie Crete France CRAterre crete.eugenie@gmail.com 

29 

 

Pierre Dassonville Ethiopia 
Handicap International. 
Humanity and inclusion p.dassonville@hi.org 

30 

 

Jahal de Meritens Switzerland 
UNDP - Global Cluster 
for Early Recovery jahal.de.meritens@undp.org 

31  Mark Deasey Ethiopia IOM shelternfi.ethiopia@gmail.com 

32  Brice Degla Nigeria UNHCR degla@unhcr.org 

33  Jonathan Derio Belgium UNDP jonathan.derio@undp.org 

34  Robert Dodds Fiji IFRC robert.dodds@ifrc.org 

35  Salma Elsaid Switzerland IOM selsaid@iom.int 

36  Alison Ely UK  RedR UK alison.ely@redr.org.uk 
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No.  First Name Last Name Country Organisation E-mail address 

37  Rob  Fielding Switzerland UNHCR fielding@unhcr.org 

38  Bill Flinn UK  CARE International UK flinn@careinternational.org 

39 

 
GABRIEL 
TANGUY NGOUAMIDOU 

Central 
African 
Republic 

MINISTRIE OF HABITAT 
AND HOUSING ngouamidou@yahoo.fr 

40 

 

Mandy George UK 

The Coordination of 
Assessments for 
Environment in 
Humanitarian Action george14@un.org 

41  Patricia Gomez Switzerland Medair patricia.gomez@medair.org 

42  annika Grafweg Switzerland IOM agrafweg@iom.int 

43  AHMADI Gul Mohammad Afghanistan IOM GAHMADI@iom.int 

44  Sanjeev Hada Nepal IFRC sanjeev_hada2001@ifrc.org 

45  Step Haiselden Vanuatu CARE International UK haiselden@careinternational.org 

46  Josh Hart Bangladesh IOM jhart@iom.int 

47  Denis  Heidebroek Thailand ECHO Denis.Heidebroek@echofield.eu 

48 
 

Seki Hirano USA Catholic Relief Services seki.hirano@crs.org 

49  Viktor Hladchenko Ukraine People in Need (PIN) victor.gladchenko@pinf.cz 

50  Bo  Hurkmans Switzerland UNHCR hurkmans@unhcr.org 

51 
 

Alexander Jacoby Niger Luxembourg Red Cross alexander.jacoby@croix-rouge.lu 

52 

 

Laura Jones USA 
Project Concern 
International ljones@pciglobal.org 

53 

 

Aphram  Joulak 
Syrian Arab 
Republic UNHCR  joulak@unhcr.org  

54  Anna Kaplina Switzerland UNHCR kaplina@unhcr.org 

55  Erica Karapandi Switzerland IOM ekarapandi@iom.int 

56 

 

C Kelly 
Papua New 
Guinea ProAction Network havedisastercallkelly@gmail.com 

57  Sahdia Khan DR Congo UNHCR khansah@unhcr.org 

58  Sofia Khetib Grundy Switzerland UNHCR khetibgr@unhcr.org 

59  Boshra Khoshnevis  Switzerland IOM bkhoshnevis@iom.int 

60  PETER KIOY Niger IOM PKIOY@IOM.INT 

61  Tonja Klanšek Bangladesh IOM sheltercxb.tech1@gmail.com 

62  Martha  Kow-Donkor Afghanistan UNHCR  kowdonko@unhcr.org 

63  Marta Leboreiro Núñez Burundi IOM mleboreiro@iom.int 

64  Esteban  Leon Spain UN-Habitat esteban.lean@un.org 

65 
 

Loren Lockwood Nepal Catholic Relief Services loren.lockwood@gmail.com 

66  Ibere Lopes   IOM ilopes@iom.int 

67 

 

Christelle Loupforest Switzerland 
United Nations Mine 
Action Service (UNMAS) loupforest@un.org 

68  Santiago Luengo Panama IFRC santiago.luengo@ifrc.org 

69  Leeanne Marshall Australia Australian Red Cross lemarshall@redcross.org.au 

70  Rafael Mattar Neri Switzerland UNHCR mattarr@unhcr.org 

71 

 

Elizabeth Mayer South Sudan 
World Vision South 
Sudan elizabeth_mayer@wvi.org 

72  Pablo Medina Switzerland IFRC pablo.medina@ifrc.org 

73 
 

HIlmi Mohamed USA InterAction mhilmi@interaction.org 
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No.  First Name Last Name Country Organisation E-mail address 

74 
 

Mohanad Mohammed Ameen Turkey IOM mburhan@iom.int 

75  Olivier Moles Haiti CRAterre olivier.moles@neuf.fr 

76  Brett Moore Switzerland UNHCR mooreb@unhcr.org 

77 
 

Jonathan Muñoz Chile TECHO INTERNACIONAL jonathan.munoz@techo.org 

78  david murphy Switzerland OCHA Geneva murphyd@un.org 

79  Victoria Murtagh Ethiopia IOM NA  

80  Ivana Nady Switzerland UNHCR nady@unhcr.org 

81  Azamy Naik Mohammad Afghanistan UNHCR azamy@unhcr.org 

82  Shirin Narymbaeva Switzerland IFRC shirin.narymbaeva@ifrc.org 

83  Davide Nicolini Switzerland UNICEF dnicolini@unicef 

84  ROBERT ODHIAMBO Nigeria IOM RODHIAMBO@IOM.INT 

85  Anna Ofwerman Sweden Better Shelter anna.ofwerman@bettershelter.org 

86  Takuya Ono Switzerland IOM tono@iom.int 

87  Erika Palmieri Switzerland Shelter Centre ekpalmieri@gmail.com 

88 

 

Bhubaneswari Parajuli Nepal 

Housing Recovery and 
Reconstruction Platform 
(HRRP) 

techcord.national@hrrpnepal.org; 
bparajuli_ktm@yahoo.com; 
bparajuli@nset.org.np 

89  Andrea Parisi Ukraine UNHCR parisi@unhcr.org 

90 

 

Charles Parrack UK  
CENDEP Oxford Brookes 
University cparrack@brookes.ac.uk 

91  Angel Pascual Turkey UNHCR pascuala@unhcr.org 

92 

 

Uttam Paudel Nepal 

Housing Recovery and 
Reconstruction Platform 
(HRRP) 

im.manager@hrrpnepal.org; 
uttam.paudel@gmail.com 

93  Nina Paulsen Sweden Swedish Red Cross nina.paulsen@redcross.se  

94  Alberto Piccioli Switzerland IOM apiccioli@iom.int 

95  Anja  Pirjevec Switzerland UNHCR pirjevec@unhcr.org 

96  Andrew Powell UK  Save the Children A.Powell@savethechildren.org.uk 

97  Alberto Preato Iraq IOM apreato@iom.int 

98  Alberto Preato Iraq IOM apreato@iom.int 

99  Harriette Purchas UK  RedR UK harriette.purchas@redr.org.uk 

100 

 

Igor Radonjic USA 
American Refugee 
Committee igorr@arcrelief.org 

101  David Ray UK  ShelterBoox daveray@shelterbox.org 

102  Alexander Reigber Turkey UNHCR reigber@unhcr.org 

103 

 

Hypolite  Reoutar Mbailassem Chad UNHCR reoutar@unhcr.org 

104  Raf Rosvelds Belgium UNHCR rosvelds@unhcr.org 

105 
 

Federico Rota Bangladesh Catholic Relief Services federico.rota.arch@gmail.com 

106 
 NADINE 

NKUBONAGE RUDAHINDWA DR Congo UNHCR rudahind@unhcr.org 

107 

 

Mher Khuda Sabar Afghanistan 
General Director for 
IDPs and  Emergencies NA  

108  Fahim SAFIE Afghanistan IOM NA  

109  Andrim   Salangadi DR Congo UNHCR andrim@unhcr.org 

110 

 

Eva Samalea DR Congo IOM 
esamalea@iom.int, 
esamalea@gmail.com 

mailto:nina.paulsen@redcross.se
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No.  First Name Last Name Country Organisation E-mail address 

111  Baudelaire  Sambe  CAR UNHCR sambe@unhcr.org 

112  Amina Saoudi Switzerland IOM asaoudi@iom.int 

113  James Schell Switzerland IMPACT Initiatives james.schell@impact-initiatives.org 

114  Cecilia Schmölzer Luxembourg IFRC cecilia.schmoelzer sheltercluster.org 

115  Holly Schofield UK  CARE International UK hschofield@careinternational.org 

116  Ela Serdaroglu Switzerland IFRC ela.serdaroglu@ifrc.org 

117 
 

Irantzu Serra-lasa USA 
Habitat for Humanity 
International I serra-lasa@habitat.org 

118 
 

Charles Setchell USA USAID/OFDA NA  

119 
 

Enrique Sevillano Gutiérrez Spain CRAterre e.sevillano.gutierrez@gmail.com 

120 
 

Kedir  Shemsu Mohamed Afghanistan UNHCR mohameke@unhcr.org 

121 

 

Pankaj Singh 
Syrian Arab 
Republic UNHCR singhpa@unhcr.org 

122  Ryan Smith Vanuatu IFRC smith.ryan547@gmail.com 

123  Wan Sophonpanich Switzerland IOM sophonpanich@iom.int 

124  Mete Temurcin Turkey IOM mtemurcin@iom.int 

125 

 

Nadia  Tithi  Nigeria IOM 
ntithi@iom.int; 
khalid.nadia.tithi@gmail.com  

126  Miguel Urquia Switzerland UNHCR urquia@unhcr.org 

127 
 

Chiara  Vaccaro Kenya Danish Refugee Council c.jasna@drceay.org 

128 
 

Elisabeth Vikman Switzerland IMPACT Initiatives 
elisabeth.vikman@impact-
initiatives.org 

129  Jan-willem Wegdam  Dominica IOM Jwegdam@iom.int 

130  Cornelius Weira Sudan IOM cweiraowa@iom.int 

131  Manuel Wuest Switzerland Medair manuel.wuest@gmx.ch 

132 

 

Renee Wynveen Switzerland UNHCR 
wynveen@unhcr.org; 
renee.wynveen@sheltercluster.org 

133 

 

Misato YUASA 

Lao People’s 
Democratic 
Republic IOM myuasa@iom.int 

134 

 

Jake  Zarins UK  
Habitat for Humanity 
International JZarins@habitat.org 
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Annex II – Results of post-meeting satisfaction survey (collected 4 October 2018) 
 
At the end of the 2018 GSC Meeting, participants were requested to complete a survey (online OR on 
paper). 42 responses were collected which showed the following results. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
39 respondents were satisfied or very satisfied, providing the following reasons and feedback: 
 

 Some clusters need more dedicated support rather than double hating teams; 

 I appreciate GSC for serving as a conduit for communication with country clusters and 
partners. 

2 respondents were unsatisfied or very unsatisfied and shared their comments: 

 Need to improve practical tools and global communication 

 Internal, engage with recovery reconstruction. 

Very 
unsatisfied

3% Unsatisfied
2%

Satisfied
63%

Very satisfied
32%

What is your level of satisfaction with the coordination services 
provided by the Global Shelter Cluster?
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 When asked about their opinion 
and recommendation for the GSC 
2018 Meeting, 20 participants 
found it overall very useful and 21 
respondents found it useful, 
providing the following reasons and 
feedback: 

 Many resources available and 
many new products were launched, 
I like the Shelter Cluster app 
especially.  

 Too much information was 
being crammed into too little time. 
Less is more please… 

 Expansion of my knowledge. 

 Valuable networking. 
 
We asked additional questions on 

the pre-meeting communication on which 80% agreed it was timely and useful. However, 20% 
disagree with that statement and many comments suggest participants felt that: 

 Planning for Day 2 sessions was terrible. 

 No pre-information was sent on schedule and topics. 

 Communication was not timely. 

 Some participants were not on the mailing list. 

 The SAG voting before the meeting was good and saved time. 

 Well organized message clearly conveyed. 
 

 
We wanted to know whether the meeting approach enabled learning and exchange between 
participants. 95% felt this is correct while 5% made recommendations for improvement: 

 Session facilitators seemed more interested in presenting progress of their initiatives for 
information only.  

 But it would help if topics were predefined. Last minute input not that useful. 

 Participant feedback was not adequately considered. 

 I still think there is more capacity for sharing/ learning. 

 There was hardly any time to interact all. 

 Too many topics which made choices difficult. Too many concurrent meetings, so couldn't 
attend all events of interest. 

 
Additionally, 93% thought the content covered was relevant to their needs and shared comments: 

 Contents of meeting were very relevant but were not expanded fully. 

 More session on day to day examples of projects would have been good. 

 Good balance of research, practice, policy layers. Continuous challenge to keep field level 
need included. 

 
Participants also spelled out the most valuable aspects of the meeting: 

 Urban and area-based approach 

 Coordination 

 Future 2020 

 Networking - Connecting with key people on key initiatives for my area of work 

 Working group and breakout discussions 

 Guest speakers panel session 
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 Meeting coordinators from around the globe 

 Learn about different contexts, challenges, and solutions 

 The participation of the local government in the meeting is very important. We hope that at 
the next meeting several government representatives will be invited. 

 The Polling 

 
How would you summarize the meeting in one word: 
 

 


